The defect-mediated hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) supercell display the visible optical spectra and electronic characteristics. The defects in the hBN supercell include the atomic vacancy, antisite, antisite vacancy, and substitution of a foreign atom for boron or nitrogen. The hBN supercell with VB, CB, and NB-VN has the high electron density of states across the Fermi level which indicates the high conductive electronic characteristics. The hBN with defects including atomic vacancy, antisite vacancy, and substitution of a foreign atom for boron or nitride exhibit the distinct spinresolved optical and electronics characteristics, while the defects of boron and nitrogen antisite do not display the spin-resolved optical characteristics. The hBN with positively charged defects has a dominant optical and electronic characteristics at the longer spectral region.
Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of hBN monolayer supercells with various defects of (a) boron vacancy (VB), (b) nitrogen vacancy (VN), (c) substitution of boron for nitrogen (BN), (d) substitution of nitrogen for boron (NB), (e) substitution of carbon for boron (CB), (f) substitution of carbon for nitrogen (CN), (g) substitution of boron nitrogen and boron vacancy (BN-VB), and (h) substitution of nitrogen for boron with nitrogen vacancy (NB-VN).
The hBN supercell consists of 4×4 unit cells with 16 boron atoms and 16 nitrogen atoms. Figure 1 shows the defects in a supercell including the boron vacancy (VB), nitrogen vacancy (VN), substitution of boron for nitrogen (BN), substitution of nitrogen for boron (NB), substitution of carbon for boron (CB), substitution of carbon for nitrogen (CN), substitution of boron for nitrogen with boron vacancy (BN-VB), substitution of nitrogen for boron with nitrogen vacancy (NB-VN).
The electronic band structure, density of states (DOS), and dielectric constant (ε) of hBN supercell with various defects were characterized with the first principle calculation with density functional theory. The first principle calculation for electronic and optical properties of BN monolayer with atomic defects included the spin-orbit coupling (SOC). The spin-resolved absorption and reflection coefficients were calculated as a function of photon energy [supplementary information]. Also, the formation energy of hBN for various defect studied to analysis the stability of each structure. The hBN with CN defect has the highest reflection peak at ~6.0 eV whereas the hBN with VB defect has the lowest peak at ~5.8 eV. It should be noteworthy that hBN with defect VB has the two prominent reflection peaks at ~1.89 eV and ~2.10 eV. The hBN atomic layer with defects has minimal reflection coefficients from ~4.0 to 5.0 eV, which imply the existence of optical absorption through optical bandgap. In analogy to the absorption spectra, the reflection spectra of hBN with BN and NB defects were overlapped with degeneracy for the spin-up and -down electrons. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, the first-principle calculations with density functional theory characterized the visible optical spectra of hBN monolayer with various point defects. The hBN supercell with VB, CB, and NB-VN exhibits the high electron density of states across the Fermi level which indicates the high conductive electronic characteristics. The hBN atomic layer with NB-VN defects displayed the anisotropic optical and electronic characteristics along the armchair and zigzag directions. The hBN atomic layer with defects, except for the antisite of boron and nitrogen, displayed the spinresolved optical absorption within the forbidden gap. The hBN with positively charged defects has a dominant optical and electronic characteristics at the longer spectral region. Therefore, the spinresolved visible optical and electronic characteristics of defect-mediated hBN atomic layers will promote the exploitation of 2D optoelectronics.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See supplementary material for the detailed information regarding formulation and insights into absorption and reflection coefficients of spin resolved and unresolved electrons, the dielectric constant, the structural optimization and stability.
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